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WELCOME 
TO THE DIGEST!

An Article written especially for you by a published Pagan author (there will be

TWO author articles available per month)

Author Answers - one of our authors will write an answer to a Subscriber's

Question (there will be at least ONE of these per month)

Resource Review - a written review of what we're reading, and whether it's

worth your time and money... or not (at least ONE of these per month).

There's a lot of stuff available online, but one of the things that's been pissing me

off about current Pagan resources is that folk can't tell what's quality, reliable, and

recommended... and what is just going to add more oul shite that you only have to

unlearn later.

 

So, we decided to commission some of the top Pagan minds (all of whom are

reputable published authors) to write unique, fresh articles on general Pagan topics

which we can then supply to our members.

 

In this way, our lovely authors get paid and supported (by us and by you, if you are a

Pagan Digest subscriber!) to create the best Quality Pagan Resources on a regular

basis, and you know you are only learning the good stuff so you don't have to waste

any of your time or energy with the rest!

 

To make it accessible and sustainable, we have created a simple, inexpensive

monthly subscription membership that you just enroll in at the Irish Pagan School,

and you can access a pleasantly formatted digital PDF file each week containing

(at least) one of the following Pagan Digest pieces:

 

 

To submit your Subscriber Suggestions for author/topic, or ask a Subscriber

Question, or request a Resource Review... just email us now through

Eolas@IrishPaganSchool.ie with 'Pagan Digest' in the Subject Line!

L o r a  O ' B r i e n
Co-Founder, the Irish Pagan School
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...the Ogham got its name according to sound and matter, who are the

father and the mother of the Ogham...

 

Sound and matter. Words and objects. These are the seeds of a

practice.

 

Sound comes first; the names of the letters, the music of them. Learn

their names. For most people, the Irish names may seem strange at first,

foreign. But it is not hard (ni ansa) to learn them. There are sound files

and videos of Irish speakers, of Irish people, pronouncing the words. Find

them. Practice. Learn the shapes in your mouth and your throat. Sing the

words to plant them in your heart.

 

Matter is the physical presence of the letter. Learn the shapes. Learn the

order of them. Right hand first and left hand after. Learn the order of

the aicme, the groups of letters. Draw them on paper, trace them on

your skin, carve them into wood or stone or clay. Repeat the actions over

and over as a meditation, repeating the name of the letter as you do.

 

Inhabit the mind and the hand of Ogma, the god who created the

letters. Ask him for his presence and his guidance in your work. If you

have a little space, create an altar for him, a small shrine to his work,

and to yours. Keep your notebook there, and your pen, or the art

supplies you use for your practice. Keep the images there that you

create. Use the images as a focus for your meditations.
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Use colors and images associated with the meanings of the letter

names. Study the color ogham, the ogham lists, the origins of the letter

names and incorporate those into your images. Use found images if you

don't feel artistic. Create collages. Surround yourself with the feda, the

letters.

 

If you're the sort who does journeying work, travel to meet the god.

Imagine the feda as beings, as spirits, and go to meet them as well.

Explore the environments around them. How do they feel, how do they

look? Are there scents or sounds characteristic of their Otherworld

places? Do you meet particular animals or birds or plants in those

places? How do the feda present themselves to you? Do they wear

human faces? Do they speak or do they communicate with you in other

ways?

 

Keep a notebook or a file with all your observations, no matter how odd

or small. Record all the details. If you are so inclined, write poems or

stories or songs that bring these details together. These are your keys to

unlock the ogham for divination, for magic, for healing.

 

Read, as well. Read about the history and culture, the language and

laws of Ireland, for this is the rich earth from which the ogham

originated. Read the stories of the gods and the spirits. Learn some of

the language, the songs, the food. All these things will reward you well.

 

A tree is only as strong as the seed from which it sprouted. FIN
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